Ways to prevent violence is to think before you act, don't talk back, walk away; you can also tell the person how you feel. If the person don't stop, get an adult to help you with the situation. But make sure that every thing wasn't a big misunderstanding.

Violence is caused by people that aren't able to control their anger or frustration and those feeling make them to un-behavior. Sometimes people just want to confront their fear with no harm. Sometimes it is not really their fault. To know if was her or his fault people should investigate and look for evidences. Instead of blaming someone with out being sure.

Violence can effect my life by how dangerous are the streets that can make parents over protective. What type of danger? Killing, stealing from people. For example I quest a lot of parents got over protective of their kids when they heard what happen. In the school in Connecticut is all right to get over protective but sometime you should just give your kids space. There's a lot more different ways for parents to get over protective.